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Murders and Pastels in Miami: The
Role of Miami Vice in bringing back
Tourists to Miami
by Alison Meek
n the 1950s, Miami, Florida, earned a reputation as a tourist
destination for its "arresting combination of sun, sand, and
sea." 1 But by the late 1970s and early 1980s, that image had
changed dramatically. Instead of sandy beaches and year-round
warm tropical rays of sun tanning pasty tourists, Miami developed
an image in the national and international media centered on
drug cartel shoot-outs, Cuban refugees, and race riots. To make
matters worse, in the eyes of Miami's tourist honchos, a new NBC
weekly series focused on the city was set to debut in the fall of 1984.
Michael Mann's Miami Vice, a show about cops violently taking on
Miami's seedy underbelly, sent city officials into near panic. But
before long, as the show became a cultural phenomenon at home
and abroad, Miami's tourist officials began to change their tune:
within a year, Miami Vice was touted as the show that saved Miami's
image.
The question that begs investigation is whether or not Miami
Vice was indeed the great cure-all to Miami's tourist woes that it was
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held up to be. Did Miami Vice bring tourists back to Miami, or were
there other factors involved in the turn-around in the 1980s? 2 What
_impact did this television drama, which was on the air from 19841989, actually have in terms of the media image Miami and South
Florida projected?
The public perception of South Florida was, by the late 1970s,
in serious trouble. For most, South Florida was known as "God's
waiting room," 3 a place "where the elderly went to cash Social
Security checks, play shuffleboard, and die." 4 Even more troubling,
Miami was earning a reputation for murder and mayhem. A
March 1978 Time magazine article described the region as a "Pot
Smugglers' Paradise," 5 as South Florida had become the corridor
through which flowed marijuana and cocaine coming to the U.S.
from Colombia and elsewhere. In July 1979, "Cocaine Cowboys"
turned the Dadeland shopping mall into a new version of Dodge
City. Two men were killed in a shootout over drugs and four
innocent bystanders were injured. 6 The Los Angeles Times wrote of
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

In the 1990s, Miami was hit with a new rash of bad publicity as foreign tourists
from Britain, Canada, and Germany began to be murdered on the streets
of Miami. See for example Peter Small, "Miami Tourists 'a target', police
say,"Toronto Star, January 25, 1993, A2, regarding Canadian tourists being
killed, and "Miami killingjolts state's tourist trade," St. Petersburg Times, April 7,
1993, lB, for the killing of a German tourist.
David Zeman, "Music to Miami's Ears," Miami Herald, October 27, 1989, Local,
lB.
T.D. Allman, Miami (New York: The Atlantic Monthly Press, 1987), 9-10.
"Pot Smugglers' Paradise," Time, March 13, 1978. According to the DEA, "By
1979, the South Florida illegal drug trade was the state's biggest industry and
was said to be worth $10 billion a year wholesale." Department of Justice,
DEA Museum: A Tradition of Excellence, 1975-1980. www.usdoj.gov/ dea/
deamuseum/ dea_history_book/ 1975-1980.htm
The Dadeland massacre was reportedly ordered by Griselda Blanco, whose
drug operators were those dubbed the "Cocaine Cowboys." This particular
shoot-out was designed to take out soldiers of a rival Colombian cocaine gang
run by El Loco, Conrado Valencia Zalgado. As described by Carl Hiaasen,
El Loco "was the original cocaine cowboy - a drug runner, machine gunner,
bond jumper, high roller, master of disguise. In his prime, he made Pacino's
Scarface look like Tommy Tune." Carl Hiaasen, 'Justice deposes the ruling
king of cocaine wars," June 4, 1985, Kick Ass (New York: Berkley Publishing
Group, 1999), 104. See too: DEA, A Tradition of Excellence, 1975-1980,
and Department of Justice, US Drug Enforcement Administration: DEA
Congressional Testimony, July 16, 1997. www.usdoj.gov/ dea.pubs/ cngrtest.
ct970716a.htm. As pointed out in the Christian Science Monitor, one drug dealer
had so much excess money (his was a $1 billion a month operation) that
he carpeted his stables and routinely washed his horses down with whiskey.
Richard Luscombe, "The Ultimate Makeover," Christian Science Monitor, July 31,
2006, 2.
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a "drug trade that is out of hand, with gangs of dealers ... routinely
shooting each other in South Florida." 7 As a result, ordinary South
Florida residents emptied gun stores seeking protection. Bumper
stickers urged citizens to "Help Fight Crime: Buy Guns." And one
bank offered its new customers not the traditional toaster but
cans of pepper spray that could easily be carried in one's pocket
or purse. 8 More problematic, wrote David Rieff in his 1987 Exiles,
Tourists and Refugees in the New America, was that "the media had
a field day. Reporting on a bunch of Colombian [drug] dealers
peppering each other with Uzis and Mac-lOs at every stoplight and
across every shopping mall in Dade County was a lot more fun than
a story about the SALT talks." 9
In June 1980, a riot erupted in Liberty City after 33-year-old
black insurance agent Arthur McDuffie was reportedly killed by
five white police officers. An all-white jury subsequently found the
officers not guilty of murder. When the fires were finally put out
after a riot in which "attacking and killing white people was the
main objective," 18 were dead and over 1000 arrested. 10
If things were not bad enough, Fidel Castro in 1980 decided
to take the United States up on its offer to "give me your tired,
your poor ... the wretched refuse of your teeming shore," by
opening up the port of Mariel to Cubans who wanted to leave. As
an added bonus, Castro emptied out his jails and sent along to the
United States thousands of "misfits and criminals" who soon began
"invading South Miami Beach's welfare hotels, mugging its elderly
Jewish retirees, robbing its delicatessens [and] turn[ing] the Deco
district into a drug peddlers' paradise." 11
In November 1981, James Kelly authored a Time magazine
cover story titled "Paradise Lost?". Instead of images of palm trees,
blue skies, and pounding surfs, Kelly instead proclaimed that the
7.

... :.

David Nylan, "Florida striving to live with success," Los Angeles Times, September
24, 1981 , Dl. In an attempt to counter this flow of drugs into South Florida,
the federal government set up a South Florida Drug Task Force charged with
bringing together officials from Customs, DEA, the Coast Guard and the
Treasury Department. Put in charge of overseeing the task force was Vice
President George Bush.
8. James Kelly, "Absolute War in our streets," Time, November 24, 1980.
9.
David Rieff, Exiles, Tourists and Refugees in the New America (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1987) , 28.
10. Allman, 22 .
11. Ibid., 28. This influx of Cuban refugees, on top of those already in Miami
due to Castro's revolution, created a potent racial tension in Miami between
Hispanics and African Americans that, at times, erupted into violence.
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new South Florida image was "of a policeman leaning over the
body of a Miamian whose throat has been slit and wallet emptied;"
of drug boats speeding across Biscayne Bay; and of a "tidal wave of
refugees. " As for the drugs, "so much dope was seized [3.2 million
pounds of marijuana, in 1980, with a street value of $1.3 billion
and 2300 pounds of cocaine worth $5.8 billion] ... that the police
began trucking it to the Florida Power and Light Co. to burn in its
generators." Drug kingpins, with their "billions in narco bucks,"
were living the high life in Miami, buying up, luxury cars and prime
Miami real estate with cash. As for the violence, Kelly enhanced
an often referenced image: there were so many bodies in "the
Miami morgue that [the] Dade County Medical Examiner ... has
rented a refrigerated hamburger van to house the overflow." Kelly
also cited the FBI's list of the most crime ridden cities in the U.S.,
which included three South Florida cities in the ranking: Miami
in first place, West Palm Beach in fifth, and Fort Lauderdale in
eighth. Residents of South Florida felt under siege. One resident
stated that "I've been through two wars and no combat zone is as
dangerous as Dade County." Thus, it was no surprise that residents
were stocking up on "attack dogs, alarms [and] ... even armorplated cars." 12
Miami city officials were mortified at this media image of their
city as the "murder capital of the world," 13and looked for ways
to counter this negative publicity. They got rid of their previous
tourism campaign of "See it like a Native" when this began to be
parodied with residents seeing "it" through the barrel of a gun. 14
12. James Kelly, "Paradise Lost?", Time, November 3, 1981. All of this talk of murder
rates and Miami being a dangerous city led a criminal justice professor at
Florida International University, Dr. William Wilbanks, to question the scope
of this crime wave. The result was an in-depth study published by Wilbanks in
1984, titled Murder in Miami: An Analysis of Homicide Patterns and Trends in Dade
County (Miami)Florida, 1917-1983. Wilbanks' general thesis is that much ofthe
panic in Miami was caused by media hype, and that the statistics about Miami's
murder rate not only needed to be placed in an historical context, but also be
placed in context with "the aggregate nature of homicides in the country" as
a whole. William Wilbanks, Murder in Miami (Lanham, MD: University Press of
America, 1984), xiv.
13. A quote from the London Daily Press in James Kelly, "Absolute War in Our
Streets," Time, November 24, 1980.
14. As Helen Muir points out, some 'jokesters" altered posters to read "Miami.
Siege it like a ative," and "Miami. It's a Riot. " Moreover, Muir highlights
another incident that cannot have helped Miami's image: a visit of Mother
Teresa to the city to "feed the hungry. " Helen Muir, Miami, USA, (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2000), 284.
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Instead, they came up with a rather benign slogan of "Miami is for
me," that played up Miami's cultural attractions-a new zoo, cruise
ship ports-while poking fun at Miami's competitors ("Boston is
too chilly, Frisco was too hilly, I got so bored in Philly, Miami is for
me") .Is
The sensitivity to Miami's image problem came through
clearly when the draft of an article to be published in the The
Economist made its rounds into the memo boxes of Miami's tourism
guardians. It was not just what the article might say about Miami
("a rather unfashionable tourist resort and retirement home for
middle-class refugees" and a "future Miami, circa 1992, as a city
where shoot 'em up gangs of political thugs have replaced the
machine-gun wielding cocaine cowboys of recent years"), but the
timing of the article as well. It just so happened that the release of
the article would coincide with a travel agents' convention being
held in Miami. The Miami Chamber of Commerce responded to
the draft of a possibly negative article that had yet to appear in its
final print version by canceling a banquet that was to have been
held to celebrate the author of the article when it was assumed that
the article would be positive and gushing. In addition, the Florida
Department of Commerce nixed $35,000 worth of ads they had
previously okayed to run in the British news magazine. 16 Ironically,
the article that was actually published in the The Economist contained
nary a negative word about Miami, and indeed, applauded Miami
for its emergence as a leading city of international commerce. 17
Such a small slight was nothing compared to a real crisis that
hit Miami and headlines in December 1982-the Overtown race
riots, which left two dead and 26 injured-that coincided with the
annual Orange Bowl Parade. Following a $1 million ad campaign

:·: ·

15. Janis Johnson, "Make Mine Miami," Washington Post, January 17, 1982, Travel
section, F1 , 2 and 3.
16. Dan Fesperman, "Trouble in Paradise: British critiques piques Miami leaders,"
Miami Herald, October 13, 1982, D1 and 2.
17. Andrew Neil, "The Last Frontier," The Economist, October 16, 1982, 16. Neil
writes of Florida: "South Florida is strange. Instead of coping with recession ,
its politicians are grappling with growth .. ... South Florida is America's last
frontier, Miami its last frontier city. Geography, culture and politics are all
playing their part in this transformation from real estate to international
city state . . .. Florida has the best business climate in the United States, with
among the lowest per capita taxes in the country, few unions, a sympathetic
state government and cheap labour. Mix that in with Miami's geography and
its Cubans and you have a potent brew to explain South Florida's emergence
onto the world stage. "
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to get tourists back to Miami, Dade Country's tourist director
had hoped that Miami was about "to see some light at the end
_o f tunnel." 18 Instead, Time magazine readers, for example, were
treated to headlines such as "Miami's New Days of Rage." 19
For many, the impact of Miami being known as "the murder
capital of the world," was evidenced in a steady decline in tourists.
Between 1980 and 1984, domestic tourists to the Greater Miami
area had declined from 6. 7 million visitors to 5.3 million. Even more
concerning was the drop in international tourists, whose numbers
plummeted by 13% and 15% over the same years. 20 Miami tourist
officials were quick to blame these figures solely on the negative
press reports about their city. 21
It was into this ever-growing paranoia over Miami's image that
Michael Mann announced plans to begin filming a new police
drama set in South Florida. The origins of Miami Vice are traced back
to a two-word memo that Brandon Tartikoff, the President of NBC's
entertainment division, passed along to Mann: "MTV cops." Heading
up the project were film director Michael Mann (Thief, Manhunter,
Heat, The Insider, and Ali, among others) and producer and creator
Anthony Yerkovich (Hill Street Blues and a Starsky and Hutch script
writer). Yerkovich was particularly drawn to the seedy underbelly of
Miami, which he thought of "as sort of [a] modern-day American
Casablanca" with its Cuban refugees and reputation as a drug capital
in the U.S. "There is,"Yerkovich said, "a fascinating amount of service
industries that revolve around the drug trade-money laundering,
bail bondsmen, attorneys who service drug smugglers," 22 all of which
could be sinisterly included into various plot scenarios.
18.
19.
20.

21.

22.

Edward Cody, "Orange Bowl Parade Proceeds as Miami Racial Violence Cools,"
Washington Post, January 1, 1983, AI.
Kurt Anderson, "Miami's New Days of Rage," Time,January 10, 1983.
Greater Miami Convention and Visitors Bureau, 1980-2002, Miami-Dade
County Overnight Visitor Counts. Statistical information provided by the
Greater Miami Convention and Visitors Bureau.
While bad press may indeed have accounted for some of this decline, there
should also be a finger pointed at the declining British pound in relation to
the US dollars. Quite simply, some Britons, who made up a large percentage
of foreign tourists to South Florida, could not afford to travel abroad. Pacific
Exchange Rate Service, Foreign Currency Units per 1 US dollar, 1948-2006,
http:/ /fx.saunder.ubc.ca, and Mike Sante, "TV show will hurt S. Florida
tourism, travel agents warn," Miami Herald, January 9, 1985, Broward edition,
1Br and 8Br.
Richard Zoglin, "Cool Cops, Hot Show," Time, September 16, 1985. See too,
Jeffrey Schmalz, "Sun Sets on Show that Redefined a City," New York Times, May
18, 1989, AI and 14.
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The show, starring Don Johnson as Sonny Crockett and Philip
Michael Thomas as Ricardo Tubbs, was reportedly modeled after two
real Metro-Dade undercover narcotics detectives, Tommy O'Keefe
and Dennis Reddington. Edward James Olmos was tapped as Lt.
Martin Castillo. 23 The pilot, which premiered on Sunday, September
16, 1984 (before moving to its regular Friday 9pm slot), cost nearly
$5 million to make. Each subsequent episode in its 107 episode
history cost somewhere between $1 and $1.3 million to produce,
with a big percentage of that money going to secure the rights of the
rock songs that became the show's distinctive sound track. 24
In its first year, Miami Vice placed 46th in the ratings, though
it found an audience during reruns in the summer of 1985, was
nominated for 15 Emmy awards, and managed to attract a closer
look by the media (including Tiger Beat, which dedicated an entire
special edition to Miami Vice). 25 It also began to attract big name
guest stars, including those not normally associated with television
roles. In 1985, G. Gordon Liddy, of Watergate fame, played "a
retired right-wing renegade General illegally recruiting American
mercenaries to fight alongside the Contras in Nicaragua." 26 Even
Vice President George Bush was approached to play himself to
showcase President Ronald Reagan's war on drugs. 27

23.

24.
25.

26.

27.

David Buxton, in his book, From The Avengers to Miami Vice, nicely sums up the
main characters, writing: "Sonny Crockett is white, divorced, an ex-alcoholic
beach bum of dubious antecedents, who lives in elegant negligence on a
houseboat with his pet alligator, and drives a Ferrari Daytona ... .Ricardo Tubbs,
a 'dude ' of mixed black-Hispanic descent, a charmer with a diamond in his
ear, who has moved to Miami after the killing of his policeman brother in a
gangland murder. .. Castillo (a veteran of both the Civil Rights marches and the
Vietnam war) and their fellow team-mates, the working class Southern ethnic
Switek and Zito (both Elvis fans) and the policewome n , Trudy (black) and
Gina (Cuban)." David Buxton, From The Avengers to Miami Vice (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1990) , 143-144.
Howard Cohen, "Miami Vice Anniversary," Miami Herald, July 21, 2004.
Scott Blakely, "For NBC, 'Miami Vice' has become a Virtue," San Francisco
Chronicle, September 9, 1985, 4. See too, Steve Sonsky, "Bye, Pal!", Miami
Herald.
Steve Sonsky, "Bye, Pal!. Carl Hiaasen compiled a 'Hip Celebrity Guest Star
on Miami Vice' list which included: Ted Nugent, who was shot by Tubbs,
basketball player Bill Russell who "blew his brains out .. . Frank Zappa [who]
got thrown in Biscayne Bay ... Lee Iacocca [who] got to watch a car blow up,
but it was a Lincoln, not a Chrysler," and Bianca Jagger, who was also shot by
Tubbs. Carl Hiaasen , "Death way oflife for Miami Vice," Ottawa Citizen, May 17,
1986, G6. Also see Buxton, 150.
Don MacPherson, "Quebecers do time on Miami Vice," The Gazette (Montreal),
January 28, 1986, B3.
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Despite assurances from the show's creators and the city
government's previous attempts to lure film and television
production to South Florida, 28 when the show first debuted in
September 1984, many Miami officials "suffered a collective case
of apoplexy." 29 Rather than promoting an image along the lines of
the Wonderful World ofDisney, there were fears that Miami's existing
negative image would only be "validated by a prime-time chronicle
of drug wars, serial murders, shopping mall drug wars and assorted
other mayhem." 30 Some connected with the Tourism Development
Council were upset by the show's pilot in which Crockett and Tubbs
hunt down a Colombian drug dealer with ten people killed in the
process. 31 Proponents of Miami tourism also disliked a courtroom
scene in which the power goes out due to a power failure. When the
power comes on, the man on trial sees that every court official, from
the judge to the court reporter, was facing him with guns drawn. 32
A Miami-Dade police officer hired to be a technical adviser to the
show quit in protest due to a Miami Vice script that he believed was
"demeaning to all the men and women in law enforcement." The
script called for scenes in which an officer physically attacked a
suspect and an informer was allowed to use drugs in the presence
of two undercover agents. 33 There was even a push to get the name
of the series changed to something more benign. 34
Some Miami journalists thought their city's fathers were
overreacting and making more of the problem than they should.
Bill Cosford, in the Miami Herald, admitted that" [ t] he official worry

28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

A similar controversy erupted previously over the filming of the Al Pacino film
Scarface (1983). After complaints from city officials about the movie's images
of violence and connections to South Florida, and their demands for input
on the script, the makers of the film simply decided to pack up and move film
production back to California. Marc Fisher, "Top Metro Officials skip 'Vice'
preview, don 't want to censor," Miami Herald, July 25, 1984, Local, Bland B5.
"City Finding that Everything is ice in Land ofVice," Orlando Sentinel, October
27, 1985, B2.
Mary Voboril, "'Miami Vice' may be a virtue for Dade tourism," Miami Herald,
January 30, 1985, lB.
Dory Owens, "Tourism officials want to study the impact of TV show," Miami
Herald, September 18, 1984, lB.
"TV Previews: Miami and Punky," Wall Street journal, September 15, 1984, C4,
and Miami Vice DVD , Season l.
Jesus Rangel, "Producers Soothe Miami's sensitivity about TV filming," New
York Times, August 2, 1984, AlO.
Associated Press, "City Finding that Everything is Nice in Land of 'Vice ',"
Orlando Sentine~ October 27, 1995, B2.
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list is substantial: The title will send out a negative impression.
Some scenes may make cops look bad. There's too much violence.
It makes Miami look sinful. People will see it and not want to come
- here." But Cosford pointed how much good Hawaii Five-0 had
done for tourism there, and worried more about the image of city
officials publicly fretting over a television show, writing,
Miami Vice is making us look very bad indeed. Not because
the show is offensive-it's somewhere between Scarface
and Hawaii Five-0, with a bit of rock-video glitz around the
edges-but because too many of our leaders seem to be
offended by it. .. The image that we project with a festival
of hand-wringing is that of a place that cannot fix its own
problems because it will not grow up ... Thus the clear
message ... we are sending out: We are afraid. We want The
Sound of Music On Biscayne Bay or nothing else. 35

By the end of the first season, however, city officials began to
sing a completely different tune when it came to the impact of Miami
Vice and its promotion of Miami and South Florida. Civic boosters
clued into the stunning visual impact of the opening credits alone,
with its cut away shots of lush palm trees, pink flamingos, crashing
surf, blue skies, orange sunsets, glass office buildings, and white
beaches. And then "someone noticed that Miami tourism had gone
up 10 percent since the show went on the air." 36
As a result of the show in general, Miami did garner positive
headlines and stories. There was a rather glowing AP story
published under the title "Most everyone in Miami finds virtue
in Vice," in the Akron Beacon Journal in November 1985. "Miami
Beach comes back from its 'slum and num' era," touted Toronto's
Globe and Mail in February 1986. "Miami on the move," proclaimed
Newsday on March 15, 1987. The CBS Morning Show spent a week in
South Florida in January 1986, and despite the unfortunately frigid
temperatures, executives from various tourism councils basked in

35.

:._
·;.

...

36.

Bill Cosford, "We're hot on the trail of 'Vice'," Miami Herald, August 2, 1984,
1L and 3L. Michael Mann himself complained about this in an interview with
the Washington Post, saying that Miami officials had adopted an "attitude that
was absurdly provincial. They wanted some goody-goody boring show that no
one would watch." Art Harris, "Of 'Vice' and Mann," Washington Post, October
16, 1985, Style, Section B, 1 and 11.
Steve Sonsky, "Miami Viced," Miami Herald, April7, 1985, Amusements, 1L and
5L.
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the positive images of Florida being broadcast daily. 37 Even the
Miami Herald took pleasure in telling its readers in April 1986 that,
according to the Public Relations Journal, "Miami has become so hip
and so hot that it's now almost a promoter's dream." 38
"Almost," however, is the significant qualifier, because for each
positive article on Miami, there were a seemingly equal number
of negative articles. "We're back to the Jesse James' days: Miami
plagued by Expressway Bandits," proclaimed the Los Angeles Times
on August 18, 1985. "Stalking killers: Two homicide sleuths win
some, lose some on the streets of Miami," appeared in the Wall
Street Journal on October 16, 1985. "Real Miami vice: no glamour
in deadly drug war," was published in Montreal's The Gazette on
December 20, 1985, while "Murder, Florida style: is the Sunshine
State developing an identity as America's most bizarre killing
ground?" was found in the Boston Globe on May 7, 1987.
Drugs continued to be a major headache for officials in South
Florida. In 1985, the U.S. Coast Guard made a record bust of nearly
2000 pounds of cocaine with a street value of$575 million. 39 And in
1986, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution published an article with the
title "Despite special South Florida task Force, law authorities just
can't stop the drugs,'" arguing that rather than the 65% to 70%
of the nation's cocaine that was previously shipped through South
Florida, that percentage now reached upward of 75% to 80%. 40
Moreover, at least four additional factors caused continued
heartache for Miami's boosters and seemingly, in their minds,
negated the good press of Miami Vice: Carl Hiaasen; a 1987 New
York Times article; a change in Florida gun laws; and the broadcast
of a 48 Hours in-depth investigation titled "Miami fights back."
Carl Hiaasen, a twice weekly columnist for the Miami Herald
whose articles were often published in newspapers across the
United States and Canada, proved himself to be a constant thorn in
the side of Miami's tourism officials who wanted nothing but stories
37.

~-

.-·
~.· .

The Miami Herald provided full coverage of the show. See its January 28, 1986
edition, including stories such as: Steve Sonsky, "Smile South Florida," Living
Today, 1B; Doug Adrianson, "Some Snapshots from America's 'slickest city,"'
Living Today, 1B; and Beth Dunlop, "Miami's skyline gets top billing," Living
Today, 3B.
38. Debbie Sontag, 'journal hails Miami 's rebirth," Miami Herald, April 24, 1986,
Neighbors, 17.
39 . "American Notes: Drugs: Two Record Breaking Busts," Time, May 20, 1985.
40. "Despite special South Florida Task Force, law authorities just can't stop the
drugs,"' Atlanta journal-Constitution, September 6, 1986, 17.
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of sunshine and orange blossoms. Hiaasen, instead, continued to
write articles with such titles as "Miami's special and it needs its
own standards," in which he compiled a specific stress test to be
· undertaken by Miami residents, including such questions as: "On
the average, how many nights a week are you awakened by the sound of
gunfire? A. Every night (10 points); B. Four nights a week or fewer (5
points); C. I just sleep right through it (1 point)." Additional titles
included "Auto trunks are no place to park bodies;" "Shop closing
may trigger gun panic;" "In tourist haven, mayor sticks to guns;"
and "Take heart, Miami murder is mundane." 41 In the mid-to-late
1980s, Hiaasen also published several best-selling novels including
Tourist Season (1986), Double Whammy (1989), and Skin Tight (1989).
As explained by Sheryl James of the St. Petersburg Times, it was in
fact Hiaasen's novels that proved to be the real problem for tourist
gurus. "For years," she argues,
Miami civic booster-chamber types could pretend to ignore
him. He was just a Miami Herald columnist, the typical
muck-raking, brilliant and distressingly apt big city scribe
who considered it his responsibility to save South Florida
from sin, corruption and environmental catastrophe . ..
Only Miami area folks were exposed to his stories about
greed, drooling developers, right-wing Cuban zealots, guys
who cheat, for God's sake, in fishing tournaments, Super
Bowl riots, mountains made of garbage and incompetent
doctors who rely on bribes not skill, to practice. What city
doesn't have its minor problems? But in 1986, Hiaasen
wrote his first solo novel, Tourist Season. It was a suspiciously
funny crime story about a columnist who kills tourists,
mainly by feeding them to crocodiles or stuffing them
in suitcases. The novel was set in South Florida ... These
novels do not please the Greater Miami Area Chamber of
Commerce. People in New York, Chicago, San Francisco
are reading these books. They're laughing. They're seeing
South Florida's back side from the knowing eyes of a native.
What's worse, Hiaasen is going on all these national talk
41.
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Carl Hiaasen, "Auto trunks are no place to park bodies," January 21 , 1987, Kick
Ass, 130-132; "Shop closing may trigger gun panic," March 1, 1989, Kick Ass, p.
49-51 ; "In tourist haven, mayor sticks to guns," June 27, 1990, K ick A ss, 53-55;
and "Take heart, Miami murder is mundane, " Miami Herald, January 14, 1991 ,
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shows, talking about overdevelopment, rampant crime,
drugs, soiling Miami's tourist image. On one talk show,
'he talked about how we lead the nation in dead bodies
in trunks,' complains Miami Mayor Xavier Suarez. 'It
sounded like a true statistic.' Which it isn't. Is it? 42
Six years after Time magazine questioned whether South
Florida had become "Paradise Lost?" yet another feature story
in yet another national publication caused tremors throughout
Miami. This time, the piece, written by Robert Sherrill and
published in the New York Times Sunday magazine in July 1987,
asked "Can Miami Save Itself?" The subtitle of Sherrill's story
made an even more blunt point: "A City Beset by Drugs and
Violence." Sherrill, a resident of Tallahassee and former reporter
for the Miami Herald, raised many of the same issues that had
been raised six years earlier by Time magazine: drugs and drug
murders, crime rates, refugees and "Castro's great revenge,"
race riots and white flight. For Sherrill, all this created not just a
problem for tourism, but had a significant impact on attracting
and keeping corporations in the Miami area. 43
In response, 17 top city officials, from the City Council to the
police department to tourism officials, met for a strategy meeting
to figure out how to downplay the impact of what they called a
"grossly exaggerated" article. Most were furious that the article
was simply a replay of old issues and that a photo accompanying
the article, reportedly showing a drug take down, was actually a

42.

43.

Sheryl James, "The book on Florida: Columnist Carl Hiaasen 's novels speak
volumes about our state," St. Petersburg Times, December 3, 1989, IF. Interestingly,
as pointed out by Gene Seymour of the Los Angeles Times, "Despite the area's
long history of sleaze, slime and somewhat gothic violence, it's only been in the
last decade or so- with, of course, no little help from ... 'Miami Vice' ... that
South Florida has achieved the kind of dubious status as leading literary scene
of the crime once shared by New York and Los Angeles." With writers such as
Edna Buchanan, Carl Hiaasen ,John Katzenbach, Elmore Leonard, and James
W. Hall, "social satire is more important than who-done-it; absurdity defuses
grit, sociopaths sprout like tropical weeds. And the setting crawls all over the
plot, insisting, like a big-bellied, cigar-smoking tourism promoter, that South
Florida is no mere backdrop." Gene Seymour, "Crazy from the heat: in mystery
novelist Carl Hiaasen's Florida, crocodiles eat tourists, eco-terrorists kidnap
the Orange Bowl Queen, and Mickey Mouse is Filthy Vermin," Los Angeles
Times, November 17, 1991, 24.
Robert Sherrill, "Can Miami Save Itself?", New York Times,July 19, 1987, Sunday
Magazine, SM18.
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four-year-old staged advertisement for Westinghouse's aircraft
division. 44
For observers of both the article and of the reaction exhibited
- by tourism officials, the problem was not with Sherrill's article;
it was, once again, with the knee jerk reaction by Miami's city
officials. As one Miami Herald editorial writer argued, "the reaction
of the local establishment [was a] study in community paranoia."
He found Sherrill's article to be "balanced" and "fair" and "Besides,
rough exposure in the media is nothing new for Miami. Hell, this
is an interesting city, hot copy, steamy, glamorous, violent. Always
was. Always will be." 45
Carl Hiaasen added his two cents, writing that "If anything,
Sherrill was merciful for not dwelling more on current events,"
which he then laid out: ongoing police scandals in which Miami
cops have been "implicated in drug-rip-off-murder schemes ... a new
group of international narco assassins" who have moved to Miami,
and a debate over "whether animal sacrifices were permissible in
Hialeah." Hiaasen concluded by taking a swipe at hyper-sensitive
city officials, writing: "For the record, Bob Sherrill's article does not
portray Dade County as the sludge pit of the universe, so take your
medicine and calm down. There's nothing wrong with civic pride,
but civic panic is embarrassing." 46
Dave Barry, also a writer at the Miami Herald, had a similar
sarcastic reaction. "The overall impression created by the cover
was," writes Barry, "Sure Miami can save itself! And some day trained
sheep will pilot the Concorde!' The article, in Barry's opinion, pointed
out problems Miami faced including "rampant. .. violent crime and
poverty and political extremism and drugs and corruption and

44.

One city manager referred to the article as "a piece of trash. " Others complained
tha t the article did not cover the good things about Miami, including its ballet,
its newly constructed library, and its symphony orchestra. Jeff Leen, "Miami
leaders bash NY Times story," Miami Herald, July 18, 1987, Front Section, 20.
45. Charles Whited, "Can Miami save itself? Maybe not," Miami H erald, July
18, 1987, Local News, D1 and D2. The editorial goes on to point out the
contradiction in city officials loving Miami Vice for its "Scenic local splendors
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on a daily basis. The great irony for Whited, however, was the fact that the
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ethnic hatred." On the upside? "Voodoo is legal. " The reaction of
Miami's civil leaders was that
of cool maturity, similar to the way Moe reacts when he is poked
in the eyeballs by Larry and Curly. Our leaders held emergency
breakfasts and issued official statements pointing out that
much of the information [in the article] was Ancient History
dating all the way back to the early 1980s, and that we haven't
had a riot for what, rrwnths now, and that the whole drugs-andviolence thing is overrated. Meanwhile, at newsstands all over
South Florida, crowds of people were snapping up all available
copies of the New York Times, frequently at gunpoint. 47
Third came the decision by lawmakers in Tallahassee in late 1987
to change Florida's gun laws. Under this new law (actually the repeal
of an existing 1893 law) , any resident of Florida, except "convicted
felons, certified psychotics, and twice convicted drunks," 48 would
now be permitted to carry a handgun without obtaining a license
first, so long as the gun was carried in plain view. Newspapers across
the country had a field day with this new image. Time published
two articles on the subject: "Pistol Packers: The wild West, Floridastyle," and "Florida: Goodbye, 'Gunshine. "' The Chicago Sun Times
proclaimed "Florida's pistol packin' lunacy," while the Washington
Post warned of "Pistol-Packin' Populace: Florida up in arms." The
Washington Post cited comedian Eddie Murphy making his Florida
audiences pass through metal detectors. The paper also quoted
a Miami resident who said, ''I'm going back to Montana. It's too
dangerous here." 49 When lawmakers finally did close this loophole,
Hiaasen again responded in his typical acerbic style, writing:
47.

48.
49.

Dave Barry, Dave Barrys Greatest Hits ( ewYork: Fawcett Columbine, 1988), 6061. Barry's revenge was to write a mocking comparison piece on whether ew
York can save itself. His conclusion? "Who cares?"
Neal R. Peirce, "Gun law hurts Florida's image," St. Petersburg Times, November
16, 1987, 12A.
Myra MacPherson, "Pistol-Packin' Populace," Washington Post, October 22,
1987, E1 and E2 . See too, Christina Garcia, "Pistol Packers," Time, September
28, 1987, time.com, "Florida," Time, October 19, 1987, and Editorial, "Florida's
pistol-packin' lunacy," Chicago Sun Times, October 4, 1987, 14. Not surprisingly,
Carl Hiaasen jumped into the fray with articles such as "Praise the Law, and
Quick, Pass the Ammunition," (October 2, 1987) in which he writes that
"Florida's new gun law, also known as the Mortician's Relief Act, officially
makes us the most dangerous state in America ... Only gun dealers and the
most radical of population-control advocates are celebrating today." Carl
Hiaasen, Paradise Screwed (New York: Putnam Publishing Group, 2001), 208.
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What really got [lawmakers] worried in Tallahassee was
all the nasty publicity. They simply couldn't sit still while
yet another network news correspondent stood under
the palm trees and talked about Dodge City, 1987. This
sort of thing is bad news, because it's bad for the tourist
business ... [M]any lawmakers weren't responding to the
thought of more dead bodies in the county morgue, but to
the thought of empty hotel rooms at Disney World ... Only
in Florida does tourism take primacy over human life. 5°
But this image of Dodge City did not disappear and instead
was reinforced in March 1988 when Dan Rather and other CBS
reporters descended on Miami to film a 48 Hours segment titled
"Miami Fights Back." Again, the seedy underbelly of Miami was laid
bare for all to see: an elderly ex-Marine stabbed and robbed of
his $300 pension, a raid on a crack cocaine house in Overtown
interrupted by an Uzi being fired, packed jails and courthouses,
Coast Guard boats hunting down drug shipments on Biscayne Bay,
corrupt Miami cops, gun stores and gun ranges, and a run-down
Liberty City. 5 1 Not surprisingly, the reaction of the powers that be
in Miami was the same as always. Even Steve Sonsky of the Miami
Herald, not one for jumping on the booster panic wagon, thought
the show went too far in its portrayal, writing that "If you want to
make sure your Aunt Nellie from Newark skips the trip South this
year, have her watch ... 48 Hours and vouch for the accuracy of its
video voyage into a hellish heart of darkness. She'll never come
visit again. Nor might anyone else." 52
If Miami was unable to escape this negative press, what then, if
anything, was the impact of Miami Vice's five-year run on television
in challenging this negative and rather scary image of Miami?
Before looking at the show's impact on tourism specifically, it is
worth briefly pointing out a few of Miami Vice's innovations, for
they themselves helped create an image, a vibe, of a new Miami
that arguably translated into a tourism revival.

50.
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First, if Brandon Tartikoff wanted an "MTV Cops" show,
Michael Mann had his own production standard for his new
~how: "no earth tones." Mann imagined a show filmed on location
around Miami, playing off of Miami's natural palette, and dazzling
its viewers with a focus on "aqua water, the pink and lavender stucco
architecture, the sand and white of the sea spray" that highlighted
the "local color of South Florida ... [from] flamingo pink [to] lime
green." 53 This was a new stylized cop show. As an article in the New
York Times argued in 1989 as the show concluded its final season,
"it was the ultimate triumph of style over (controlled) substance.
But that style was seductive; it had an emotional life of its own.
Dead bodies fell into pools, in perfect red blossoms, like begonias
in David Hackney paintings." 54 The series was filmed much like
a feature film, utilizing lighting, editing, and music in a way that
made clear that this was not your parents' Gunsmoke or even your
uncle's Streets of San Francisco. But more than that, it was a vivid,
Technicolor weekly tour guide of Mother Nature's greatest day-glo
smorgasbord eye candy that was Miami.
Second, thanks to the musical direction of Jan Hammer,
Miami Vice brought MTV style, sounds, shots, and synthesized
music to prime-time network television. Hammer, a native of
Czechoslovakia, made music a character on the show, and used
music (up to 33 minutes per episode) to fill in for dialogue, or to
set a mood. Songs such as Phil Collin's "In the Air Tonight" (played
during a scene with Crockett and Tubbs driving silently at night in
a black convertible) or Glenn Fry's "Smuggler's Blues" were used
effectively to enhance a story line in a way that had only previously
been done in feature films. 55 While this trend continued to set a
standard on subsequent television shows such as China Beach and
The Wonder Years, it was, for Miami Vice viewers, an up-to-the-minute
play list of the current pop hits, and it made Miami seem light
years away from the sounds of Lawrence Welk coming from your
grandparents' record player.

53.

Michelle Smith , "The heat is on," Houston Chronicle, July 17, 1985, 1; and
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Third, many alive in the mid-1980s remember all too well the
"hottest cops on television" and the "Miami Vice look" inspired by
the show. While the clothes worn by the actors were simply far too
expensive (to say nothing of impractical) for real vice cops working
in Miami's heat and humidity, Miami Vice brought a redefined
European cool elegance to American men, and made Miami a
competitive hot spot for fashion photographers.
The color scheme of "no earth tones" applied equally to the
fashions worn by Crockett and Tubbs as "No khakis, no tans" was
the mantra for the wardrobe department. 56 The pastel colors of
the city and of the show's set designs were mirrored in the jackets,
shirts and pants worn by its leading men, though of course,
socks were a taboo for Crockett, as were belts. The first time that
Crockett is seen in the pilot, he is wearing a white linen suit with
a sky blue t-shirt underneath. Most of the fashions were bought
from designer houses in Europe, including Arrnani, even before
the clothes themselves hit store shelves. Thanks to Don Johnson
and Philip Michael Thomas, Miami men and American men
were openly becoming fashionistas. In the words of a senior vice
president of Bloomingdales, "The show has taken Italian's men
fashion and spread it to mass America. "57 A costume designer on
the show went even further, arguing that Miami Vice "made pale
pink pants acceptable for going out attire. Before, men only wore
grays, blacks and browns, but now, because of Miami Vice, almost
any men's store in the country will offer pastel alternatives." 58
As for the impact on tourism, what was changing, thanks largely
to Miami Vice, was the image of Miami and the type of tourist now
attracted to the city. Little had actually changed in Miami, but as
illustrated in the Washington Post, "for years, this city has battled an
image as a breeding ground of crime, drugs, racial tensions and
tacky squalor. Now, a television show has come along that depicts
it as a stylish breeding ground of crime, drugs, racial tensions and

56.
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tacky squalor. And suddenly, Miami is fashionable." 59 This view was
summed up to the delight of Miami's tourism officials in a January
1988 article in Newsweek titled "Miami: America's Casablanca." The
article described Miami as a 'jazzy hectic mix of ethnicity, newfangled
prosperity and foreign intrigue." It was an article that looked to the
promise of Miami's future, rather than focusing on its troubled
past. The article did not gloss over any of Miami's troubles, writing
that Miami was supersaturated with cocaine, but it was wholesale,
not retail. Murder was still an issue, still one of the nation's murder
capitals, but the article concentrated more on the context of these
murders and what was being done about it. Moreover, instead of
concentrating on the Cuban refugee problem, the focus was on
the wonderful cultural influence Cubans had brought to Miami,
and more importantly, how Miami was emerging as the crossroads
for international finance and commerce between the United States
and Latin America. 60
Where the show, perhaps most specifically, began to have an
impact on tourism was by putting the spotlight on Miami Beach's Art
Deco district. While preservationists had been working tirelessly for
years to salvage what they could of this once top resort destination, 61
they faced a constant uphill battle. Then, along came Miami Vice,
and the tides changed. Mann himself specifically chose to film much
of the series in Miami Beach and featured such Art Deco buildings as
the Carlyle Hotel and the Miami firm Arquitectonica's Post Modern
"pink house" located on Biscayne Bay. 62 In 1986, Joel Sleed of The
(Montreal) Gazette, pointed out how "The once-faded building
facades of this once-faded neighborhood are again becoming alive,
swimming in a rainbow assortment of pastels. The interiors of
many apartment buildings, hotels, restaurants and shops have been
gutted, redesigned and rebuilt or completely renovated. [On the
weekends], young people in their 20s and 30s ... congregate at newly
opened restaurants, cafes, bars and discos." 63
59.
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Because the producers of the show appreciated the Art Deco
feel of Miami, restoration plans received a new lease on life: "the
oldest hotels at the south end of Miami Beach, once earmarked
- for demolition, are now part of the Art Deco Historic District.
Hundreds of aficionados from all over the country trek there daily
to observe the stylistic trends of the 30s. Owners have cooperated by
painting buildings tropical pink, chrome yellow, sky blue and other
bold and playful colors, sometimes all on the same building." 64
A second impact that Miami Vice had in terms of tourism was
that the show did well in continually capturing the "coveted and
elusive Yuppie crowd" who actually stayed home Friday nights
to watch Crockett and company.65 Seemingly overnight, "south
Florida got young." 66 Miami was now "a city of suntanned youth,
not solely retired elderly people." 67
Even more stunning in terms of impact was the returning
number not only of international visitors, but more importantly,
of well-heeled international visitors. The year 1986 alone saw an
increase of 23% of those from beyond the United States visiting
Miami, a 5 % increase in 1987, a 14% increase in 1988, and a 16%
increase in 1989. 68 Helen Muir, citing the Miami bureau chief of
Reuters, pointed out that "Europeans are fascinated by the scene
and are not thrown off by the drugs and crime."69 However, it needs
to be pointed out that while Miami Vice and its portrayal of a new,
hipper Miami may have played a role in attracting tourists, other
factors, as equally intangible, may have contributed to this rise in
international, primarily, European visitors. First, the U.S. dollar
declined sharply in relation to Euro~ean currencies, making travel
to the U.S. simply more affordable. 0 Equally significant, it was in
the 1980s that issues surrounding terrorism- plane hijackings and
ship hijackings-made Miami look relatively peaceful and safe in
comparison .
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Lastly, and in conclusion, it has been argued by a number of
observers that perhaps the greatest impact of the five-year run of
Miami Vice was the illusion it created about a new Miami, a Miami
that even Miamians began to believe in. The television version of
the city was a sanitized version of Miami, a Hollywood version of
Miami. It truly became a case of life imitating art as city officials
and tourism officials tried to take the new image of Miami Vice and
run with it. 71
Michael Mann himself, at a national meeting of the American
Institute of Architects in 1987, said that the city showcased on Miami
Vice and the real Miami are "only distantly related. We created a
terrain and called it Miami. Our Miami is sun baked and hot. The
streets are always shiny, wet and black at night. It seems to leak fast
money, fast cars, fast clothes and fast women. It's dangerous. That's
what we set out to do." 72
But perhaps Steve Sonsky, the Miami Heralas television critic,
summed it up best at the end of the show's run: "Mann took onetenth kernel of Art Deco/ post modernist truth, and edited it to
make it seem the whole burgh looked like this way. Eventually, more
of it did. Miami Vice reinvented Miami in the eyes of the world- that
was no surprise. What was unusual was how Miami then bought into
this vision -how a city reinvented itself in the stylized, glamorized
image that a TV show had of it. "73
It was an image that would come crashing down in the early
1990s when foreign tourists, especially, it seemed, British, Canadian,
and Germans tourists, were murdered at an alarming rate on the
streets of Miami simply for getting lost in the wrong neighborhood
or driving an identifiable rental car. But for a few years, in the
late 1980s, thanks to Miami Vice and the media attention the show
attracted to the city, for good or for bad, Miami seemed to once
again be known as a tourist destination with its new definition of an
"arresting combination of sun, sand, and sea." 74
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